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As the Worship Team at Highland Baptist Church, it is our desire to point people 

towards God and provide as few distractions as possible, while also doing everything 

with excellence. Both what people hear and what they see is a big part of engaging 

in worship. The point of having dress guidelines is not to tell people what they can 

and cannot wear to church. There are factors to be aware of when you are on the 

platform that affect your dress (i.e., lighting, the height of the platform, cameras, etc.).  

When you are on stage, there are things we ask that you do not wear. Things that 

might seem fine at home could be distracting while on stage: 

• Please do not wear anything that is tight, short, or revealing. This means 

avoiding things like shirts that show cleavage, and leggings/high-waisted pants 

without a top that provides extra length to cover your front and back. Please 

no tank tops or sleeveless shirts. 

• Avoid wearing anything with prints and patterns that could be considered 

offensive. This includes scantily clad people, crude or sexual language, alcohol, 

or cigarette logos, etc. 

• Avoid anything flesh-toned or close to it. From a distance, these colors are hard 

to distinguish from actual skin. Do not wear sheer or see-through shirts/pants.  

• Because of the height of our stage, do not wear skirts or dresses shorter than 

knee-length.  

• If you are wearing leggings, the dress, skirt, or shirt you wear over them needs 

to cover your upper thigh and above. 
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• Make sure any holes or significant distressing that shows skin through your 

jeans is not above the knee. 

• Please be aware that white clothing and clothes with tight-striped patterns can 

be difficult for cameras- keep this in mind as you plan your outfits.  

• Be mindful that things like large or noticeable print and neon colors on pants 

or tops can stand out in a distracting way. 

We want to point people towards God and provide as few distractions as possible.  

Please dress in a way to blend in, not stand out. 

If you have any questions about wardrobe, feel free to direct your questions to 

Michael (men) or Katie (women). Thank you for serving in this ministry with humility 

and excellence! 

 

Here’s a tip for both guys and gals: 

Raise your hands and touch your toes- 

 if anything shows, go change your clothes! 


